Psychosis

Artist: Cavalera Conspiracy
Non-Airable Tracks: 2, 3, 7
Label: Napalm Records

This album is the side project of the Cavalera brothers and it is super awesome trash metal. I'm not normally into thrash metal but this entire album is perfect for a good ole fashioned beat down in the middle of the moshpit. With fast paced guitars and booming drums, the Cavalera brothers do not disappoint. For those who find metal too aggressive, the vocals are this album are welcoming. Not a lot of growling or screaming appears on this album, so it puts an emphasis on the instrumentals. Like many thrash bands, the vocals have a faraway sound to them - similar to many Mayhem recordings. The drums are simple time keepers but they are well done and have a sincere double bass to it. All the tracks are about 5 minutes long so they are all pretty radio friendly. Tracks 2, 3, and 7 are all FCC Warnings but for personal listen, they're great. Honestly, the best part of this album was the emphasis on the guitar details and techniques.

This album is perfect for any metalhead.
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